
DEVOTIONAL STUDY GUIDE

Week 6: Read Lamentations 5:1-22
Getting Started

If you could travel anywhere in the world to write and experience your own personal lament, where would you go and why?

Discussion Questions

How have you experienced feelings of being forgotten or overlooked?

In what ways have traumatic events caused you to feel like God or

others have forsaken you?

How do you balance the desire to hide and be seen in dif�cult times?

How has expressing your emotions through lament helped you tell a

better story for yourself?

In what ways have you found comfort in the laments of others?

How can speaking truth to yourself through lament challenge

negative narratives formed after trauma?

In what ways has acknowledging your pain and suffering through

lament helped in your healing process?

How has expressing your lament to God allowed you to �nd comfort

and peace? How has the act of lamenting helped you �nd hope and

restoration?

In what ways have you seen the power of communal lament in

bringing healing and renewal?

How has lamenting allowed you to process and make sense of dif�cult

experiences?

How has lamenting opened up space for grace and forgiveness in your

life?

In what ways has lamenting helped you connect with others and build

community?

How has lamenting allowed you to express gratitude and thanksgiving

to God?

How has lamenting helped you grow in your faith and trust in God?

How have we personally experienced the restoration and renewal

promised by God in Lamentations 5:21-22?

Family Devotion

Feelings can be hard things to express. As a family, take some time

this week to individually draw a picture, write a poem, write a song or

just write a journal entry to express each other's love for one another. 

Then, share it with each other!

"As You Go" Activity

Lament Walk: Take some time to write a new lament this week. Then go on a walk while your express this lament.  As you go, re�ect on your

experiences. Speak your lament aloud as you walk if possible. This can also be done in a small group setting by writing a group lament and then

taking turns reading parts of it as you walk or going around the room.


